
Uncover the Legends: Russian Warships
Dominating the Age of Sail 1696-1860!
When we think about naval powerhouses in the Age of Sail, names like British
Royal Navy, Spanish Armada, or French Navy often come to mind. However, let
us take a moment to shine the spotlight on an often overlooked force that left an
indelible mark on maritime history - the Russian Navy. From the late 17th century
to the mid-19th century, Russian warships roamed the vast seas, embodying the
might and ambitions of the Russian Empire.

A Glorious Era of Expansion

The transformation of the Russian Navy began in 1696 when Peter the Great
ascended to the throne. Determined to modernize Russia and establish it as a
global power, Peter initiated an ambitious shipbuilding program. With a
landlocked capital, Saint Petersburg, Peter understood that control of the seas
was essential for expanding Russia's influence and securing its territories.

Under Peter's rule, Russia built a formidable fleet, which would later become the
backbone of the Russian Navy. Combining Western shipbuilding techniques with
Russian craftsmanship, the designs of Russian warships began to evolve, leading
to the construction of more advanced and seaworthy vessels.
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The Russian Navy's growth continued throughout the 18th century. Empress
Catherine II, known as Catherine the Great, expanded the fleet and further
emphasized naval supremacy. She implemented reforms, modernized shipyards,
and brought in foreign shipbuilders and naval officers to bolster the Russian naval
force.

The Unveiling of Traditional Russian Warships

During the Age of Sail, Russian warships encompassed a wide range of designs,
each serving a specific purpose within the Navy's diverse fleet. Let's explore
some of the most notable types of Russian warships during this era.

1. Battleships

Russian battleships, often referred to as ships of the line, were the largest and
most heavily armed warships in the Russian Navy. Built for prolonged
engagements and leading the fleet into battle, these colossal vessels boasted
multiple decks, powerful cannons, and superior firepower. Their intricate design
and robust construction made them formidable adversaries on the high seas.

2. Frigates

As highly maneuverable warships, Russian frigates played a crucial role in
scouting, protecting trade routes, and engaging in hit-and-run attacks on enemy
vessels. These remarkable ships combined speed, agility, and firepower, allowing
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them to swiftly navigate through treacherous waters while disrupting enemy
operations.

3. Sloops-of-War

Sloops-of-war were small but swift warships employed for various tasks, such as
coastal reconnaissance, blockade running, and anti-piracy operations. These
vessels featured a sleek hull design and a single mast, making them ideal for
navigating shallower waters while boasting impressive speed. Sloops-of-war
provided much-needed flexibility and versatility to the Russian Navy.

4. Brigs

Brigs were two-masted warships renowned for their speed and maneuverability.
Russian brigs were prevalent during the early 19th century, particularly in the
Baltic and Black Sea fleets. With their ability to sail closer to the wind than larger
vessels, brigs were excellent choices for reconnaissance, patrolling, and
escorting missions.

Key Battles and Exemplary Russian Warships

The Russian Navy's fighting prowess was tested in numerous conflicts and
battles during the Age of Sail. Let's delve into some of the key encounters that
highlighted the effectiveness of Russian warships and the skill of their seafarers.

1. Battle of Gangut (1714)

Regarded as one of the most significant naval victories in Russian history, the
Battle of Gangut showcased the might of the Russian Baltic Fleet against
Swedish forces. Led by Admiral Fyodor Apraksin, a fleet of 33 ships, including 10
battleships, engaged the Swedish Navy near the island of Gangut. Through
strategic maneuvering and sheer determination, the Russians achieved a
resounding victory, solidifying their dominance in the Baltic Sea.



One of the notable warships that played a crucial role in this battle was the "San
Pedro and San Pablo." This brand-new 54-gun battleship demonstrated its
exceptional firepower and durability, setting a precedent for future Russian naval
development.

2. Battle of Navarino (1827)

The Battle of Navarino marked a turning point in the Greek War of Independence
and presented Russia with an opportunity to assert its naval prowess. Russian
warships, along with fleets from the British and French navies, engaged the
Ottoman-Egyptian fleet in the Bay of Navarino, showing the world the formidable
capabilities of the Russian Navy.

Among the Russian vessels, the fleet flagship "Azov" stood out. Armed with 74
guns and commanded by Admiral Lodewijk van Heiden, the Azov played a crucial
role in orchestrating the devastating defeat against the enemy forces. This battle
affirmed Russia's growing naval might and its commitment to supporting the
Greek struggle for independence.

The Twilight of the Russian Navy's Age of Sail

The end of the Age of Sail brought about significant changes in naval warfare.
The advent of steamships and the rise of ironclads marked the decline of the
traditional sailing warships. However, the historical impact of the Russian Navy
during this era cannot be overstated.

As the Russian Empire expanded its territories and navigated the treacherous
waters of international politics, its warships served as symbols of power and
ambition. The technological advancements, innovative designs, and remarkable
victories achieved by Russian fleets helped shape the course of European naval



history. From the Baltic Sea to the Black Sea, the Russian Navy's legacy in the
Age of Sail endures as a powerful reminder of their remarkable accomplishments.

Although often overlooked in favor of its European counterparts, the Russian
Navy in the Age of Sail proved itself as a formidable force in maritime history.
From Peter the Great's ambitious shipbuilding program to Catherine the Great's
reforms, the Russian Navy demonstrated a commitment to naval excellence.
Whether through battleships, frigates, sloops-of-war, or brigs, Russian warships
exemplified the skill, bravery, and technological prowess of their seafarers. Their
triumphs and contributions will forever be etched in the annals of naval history,
reminding us of their glorious legacy.
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Peter the Great created a navy from nothing, but it challenged and soon
surpassed Sweden as the Baltic naval power, while in the Black Sea it became
an essential tool in driving back the Ottoman Turks from the heartland of Europe.
In battle it was surprisingly successful, and at times in the eighteenth century was
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the third largest navy in the world - yet its history, and especially its ships, are
virtually unrecorded in the West.This major new reference work handsomely fills
this gap, with a complete and comprehensive list of the fleet, with technical detail
and career highlights for every ship, down to small craft. However, because the
subject is so little recorded in English, the book also provides substantial
background material on the organisation and administration of the navy, its
weapons, personnel and shipbuilding facilities, as well as an outline of Russias
naval campaigns down to the clash with Britain and France known as the
Crimean War.Illustrated with plans, paintings and prints rarely seen outside
Russia, it is authoritative, reliable and comprehensive, the culmination of a long
collaboration between a Russian naval historian and an American ship
enthusiast.EDUARD SOZAEV is an established Russian naval historian with a
number of books to his credit. JOHN TREDREA, his translator, editor and long-
term collaborator, is an American ship enthusiast with a life-long interest in the
Russian navy.
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